In addition to the benefits brought by the use of Distributed Software Development, new challenges linked to its use also emerged. Due to lack of information companies and organizations around the globe, independently, solve these challenges in many different ways, each with their practices, some more some less efficient, where best practices are hardly widespread among DDS community. In this context, this paper aims to present a web system based on Case Based Reasoning and Natural Language Processing to extract information in text form of problems and solutions adopted by distributed software projects and to recommend similar past experiences in order to support the decisions and resolutions of problems arising from new situations in distributed projects. The feasibility proof of the method was made from experimental tests conducted to identify the success of the recommendations of previous valid cases, with a success rate of 90% for the sample used.
Introduction
As a reflex of the business globalization and the evolution of the software market, new Software Engineering approaches are conceived and so are new ways to compete and collaborate. As a result, the Distributed Software Development practice evolves. In a DSD project, the teams working on it are dispersed in different locations 1 . Besides the benefits obtained by using this approach, new challenges linked to its use also emerged. Rocha et al. 2 states that in the distributed scenery, software projects assume different perspectives and consequently new risks. If good knowledge about the entire project does not exist and neither already known factors that may influence it, chances of failure will be higher. Due to lack of knowledge, companies and organizations around the world, independently attempt to patch these challenges in a variety of ways, each with its own practices; some more efficient than others, but even the efficient ones are hardly ever shared in the DDS field.
In this context, this work presents a method expressed in a web tool that uses the concept of Case-Based Reasoning and Natural Language Processing for extracting data from texts about problems and solutions adopted by companies and organizations in distributed projects. It recommends similar past experiences with the purpose of supporting decision making and solving problems raised from new situations in distributed projects. Thus, this tool recommends cases for those problems identified aiming to find solutions through the known cases by the system.
An experiment was necessary for the validation of the tool, which used 19 cases of problems and solutions retrieved from the event Distributed Software Development Workshop, from years 2007 to 2012, with a total of 51 papers analyzed. From the tests performance and the experiment, it is possible to state that the recommendation of previous valid cases was successful, with a 90% hit rate in the context of the sample used.
This work is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background, in which the main concepts of the work are presented; Section 3 contains the proposed tool, its characteristics and features; in Section 4 the experiment used for the validation of the tool is discussed; Section 5 analyses related works, and finally, Section 6 comes with the final considerations
Background
This section presents the main concepts involved in this work, conceptualizing Distributed Software Development, Natural Language Processing Theory and Case-Based Reasoning.
Distributed software development
DSD is a software development model in which people involved with a certain project are in different locations 3 . According to Prikladnicki et al. 4 , economy expansion, sophistication of communication means and cost pressure have encouraged the investment on DSD. The main advantages of this environment are: decrease in software development costs, access to human resources from other locations, and attending the needs of global clients 5 . However, there exists a series of challenges inherent to this context: physical distance, time zones and cultural differences. Carmel and Agarwal 6 evaluate how physical distance contributes to the complexity of the project developed under this kind of condition and define three main obstacles that DSD must overcome: the coordination, the information control and communication.
Natural language processing
NLP is a field of Artificial Intelligence and linguistics that consists in the development of computational models for performing tasks that depend on information expressed in a natural language 7 . In computing, the goal in using this concept is the evolution in the way in which the computer is used. Most of human knowledge is stored as natural language; computers able to understand natural language will be able to use this data with optimal speed and for a wide range of purposes 8 . Liddy 9 states that NLP is a set of techniques whose objective is to analyze and represent in a natural way texts that occur in one or more levels of linguistic analysis, with the purpose of reaching a language processing level similar to that of humans in different kinds of activities and applications.
A research performed by Vieira 10 highlights different applications derived from the study and development of the computational linguistics field. Some of those may be linked to NLP activities, for example: speak recognition systems and speak synthesizers, spellcheckers and grammar checkers, automated translators, text and summary generators, data extractors and natural language interfaces for specific domains.
Case-based reasoning
The concept of CBR is a paradigm for solving problems that emerge in systems of medical decision taking 11 . Pantazi, Arocha and Moerh 12 state that instead of depending solely on the general knowledge of a problem's domain, this approach uses the specific knowledge inferred from previous concrete problematic situations (so called cases) in order to face new ones.
In this context CBR is one of the most popular technologies for developing knowledge based systems using an approach for solving problems and learning by reusing previously known cases. Wangenheim 13 states that people on a day-to-day basis commonly use CBR when they solve their problems by recalling past experiences, comparing and adapting them to the context of the current problem.
The concept of cases is well described by Watson 14 and Aamodt 15 . They define case as the representation of the knowledge of an experience, containing its content and the context in which the lesson may be applied. Cases are stored in a database known as CBR, used as a case base 13 . When solving a new problem, a similarity calculation is performed between the new problem and the cases present on the base, so cases similar to the new problem may be retrieved. The solutions of the retrieved cases are then used for assisting solving the new problem in the current situation 16, 17 . So for developing a CBR system, initially, as one of the most complex and important activities, the modeling of the cases must be performed, which consists in identifying how to represent the knowledge. Then, a retrieving process must be developed and it must be decided how to retrieve cases as well as how to measure their similarities. Optionally, depending on the proposed solution, an adaptation and a learning mechanism may be developed. Then, the basic elements in which the operating cycle of a CBR system consists are: retrieving, adaptation/reutilization, review and retention 13 .
A system proposal
The approach presented consists in a CBR system linked to a NLP component for the extraction of characteristics and recommendation of solutions for problems of the DSD team. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the tool is to help solving new and/or old problems that may emerge in a distributed project. The architecture of the approach was divided in layers following the MVC (Model-view-controller) standard 18 . For the development of this tool, several technologies were used, such as the Java programming language, and The Stanford Parser 2.0.5 19 . The conceptual architecture of the developed approach is made up of two modules, the Natural Language Parser and the Case-Based Reasoning module. The operation flow of the approach consists in 4 steps, as showed below.
firstly, the description of the new problem is fed on the interface for interaction between the user and the system via natural language through text; in the second step, the description of the new problem in DSD, in natural language through text, has its semantic characteristics extracted with the techniques applied in the NLP module;
that's the moment in which the characteristics retrieved in the second step are then used by the techniques applied to the CBR module as a means to represent the case and the similarity calculation with the cases in the case-base is performed; so that cases with similar characteristics to those described in the first step are retrieved, with the purpose of recommending solutions that will support the user in solving this new problem; finally, the last step of the approach is performing the revision and retention of this new experience (defined as a new case), expanding even more the case-base of the solution.
Natural language parser module
In this approach, as a grammar rule recognizer of the NLP an statistic method was used for the syntactic analysis and the grammar chosen was the Probabilistic Context Free Grammar 20 . English was chosen as the interaction language between the user and the system in natural language since it is the main language used in the academy context and also so it may be used by international industry.
The first activity of this module is Tagging, which is the lexical analysis process. In this moment words are identified (separated) in the text, and so are their grammatical categories (considered a tag). On the other hand, the objective of the Parsing activity is performing the syntactic analysis. In this moment the text is analysed thoroughly following the syntactic rules defined by the chosen grammar and its parse tree is retrieved, as mentioned in the Background chapter. As the last activity of the Natural Language Parser module, the Dependence activity performs the identification of the existing dependences among the words in the text and their types.
Case-based reasoning module
As a means of representing the cases, a data model was created in a way such that the characteristics extracted for future use are captured. Characteristics such as words, lexical classes and dependences among words in the text, as well as entire texts are the data that make up each case in a modelled relational database.
For the retrieval stage of the CBR, the retrieval approach used was the sequential retrieval 13 . This stage's purpose is to find similar cases in the case-base that may be easily adapted to the current problem, with the intent of solving it.
The approach used in the retrieval and revising stages of the proposed solution, based on the similarity between the current problem and the retrieved cases was that the knowledge engineer himself perform the action. In the last step of the CBR, the retain step is performed in a relational database created and modelled according to the cases' representation. The retaining (storage) happens after the user evaluates, repairs and revises the solution to the new problem.
The Stanford API was used for the extraction of characteristics from the text. As already mentioned, it used various parsers with the purpose of extracting characteristics from the description text of the new retrieved case.
For the recommendation of cases based on the similarity, the Weighted Nearest Neighbour 21 was used, which can be observed in Equation. 1. It depicts two cases C1 and C2, with arbitrary attributes a1, a2, a3...ap. The approach performs the local similarities calculations for each of the cases' attributes, multiply them by their weights, calculates the summation presented in Figure 1 , thus finding the similarity value. It is then divided by the sum of all weights, which characterizes the normalization of the weighted mean and the real similarity value among the cases. This value ranges from 1 to 0, where 1 is the total similarity (100%) and 0 is the absence of similarity (0%). The function sim j represents the similarity measurement between C1 and C2 for attribute j, w j is attribute j's weight for the determination of the similarity. If w j = 0 the attribute is not taken into account for the similarity's calculation. Four attributes were defined in the approach: attribute 0, which calculates the number of identical words between the two cases; attribute 1, calculates the number of words, if this number is equal between the two cases; attribute 2 calculates the number of identical verbs between the two cases; attribute 3 calculates the number of identical words that cause dependence in the description of the cases.
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For a better contextualization, Fig. 1 depicts the result of a sample search performed by the system. The system presents the cases in a list, with all the relevant info of the retrieved cases, such as description, adopted solution, the effectiveness of the solution, inclusion day and similarity percentage of each case with the new problem, disposed in descending order according to the similarity level, from most to least similar. 
Experiments and results

To answer the research question "
In what manner DSD teams may obtain effective solutions to everyday problems and extract knowledge to be applied in supporting new decisions?" the following hypothesis was defined: "Demonstrate that a CBR and NLP based method is a viable and effective solution to the extraction and recommendation of experiences in the support of decisions and solutions to problems in DSD".
The sample is based on 19 cases of problems and solutions extracted from articles from the Workshop de Desenvolvimento Distribuído de Software (WDDS) event (Distributed Software Development Workshop), from 2007 through 2012, with a total of 51 analyzed papers.
The tests were performed with the intention of observing the possible behaviors of the systems; for example, some of the cases used were based on the description of the new problem (sentence to be processed), subtexts from the descriptions of cases mentioned earlier, so the tool would recommend exactly cases from which the descriptions of the new problems were retrieved. Totally new texts were also used as description of the new problem so the tool would recommend the cases from the case-base that were really more similar to the eyes of a knowledge engineer. And lastly, other tests used complete texts of cases present in the case-base as the description of the new problem, so the recommended cases were the same with a 100% similarity rate.
Tests and results
The Table 1 shown below presents the cases used in the tests and the similarity percentage of the most similar case. Here, the similarity value is that of only the most similar case, which does not mean that other cases were not recommended. Write the documentation requirements in a project distributed with national distance and high levels of temporal dispersion between team members.
52.1%
It is important to highlight that some of the processed sentences are similar and the reason for that was to show that depending on the words used, the sentences can receive different case recommendations. For example, the first and fifth sentences are similar but the first received just one recommended case ("Communication among small team members in distributed project using an adaptation of RUP") while the fifth sentence received two cases "Communication among small team members in distributed project using an adaptation of RUP" and "Communication between product owner and team project in a distributed project using an adaptation of SCRUM". The same thing happened to the second and fourth sentences: the former received as a recommendation "Choose the process of developing software for a small team using distributed software development" and the latter: "Process of collaborative software development for geographically distributed teams", "Process of software development with large and distributed teams" and "Choose of process to distributed software development for academic project in an open-source software factory". It has occurred for three reasons: minimum level of similarity was 50%, the used words are different and the case base is small. With a bigger database it will be possible to enhance the minimum similarity level and achieve better results.
From 10 tests carried out, 9 recommended similar cases efficiently and successfully; cases that were truly similar to the new problem described by the user and had an useful solution that could be adapted and used, reaching a 90% hit rate. From the 9 successful tests, one hasn't given the best real recommendation possible, so from the successful tests, approximately 88.89% were real hits and from the complete set of tests (10), 80% were real hits. As a reminder, in all performed tests the entire database was used, with 19 cases. Table 2 , presents a sample result for the process of a sentence. Is it possible to visualize which sentence was used, which case or cases and the similarity rates obtained. It is also shown for each case found, its description, the adopted solution and its respective effectiveness, as well as a brief discussion in the end. The description of the most similar case, with a similarity rate of almost 60% was "Process of collaborative software development for geographically distributed teams", indeed a case very similar to the new problem, which shows that its solution may be easily adapted to the new problem. This also happens to the second and third cases of the list, since their similarity rates are quite close to that of the first case. For a knowledge engineer, from the results the most similar case to the one described would be: "Choose of the process of development software for a small team using distributed software development", i.e., the system recommended good similar cases but not the best one from the base. Other cases with smaller similarity rates were also recommended.
The system outputs the recommended cases for the processed sentences. For each of them there is a set of important information: a "Case description", that is, what cases were recommended for that sentence; "Adopted solution", representing how the problem was solved and what techniques or tools were used for that case; and the "Effectiveness", identifying the real result of adopting that solution.
For the validation of the experiments, a right-tailed binomial test 22 was applied to the sample of hits obtained in the tests. The retrieved results were: threshold of 80%, significance level of 5% and p-value of 10%. Since the pvalue is smaller than the significance level, the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e., statistically, the proposed approach correctly recommends similar cases in more than 80% of the cases of use and it is viable (0.8 < hit rate < 1; pvalue=0,0107). The hit rate of 90% was superior than 80% and indeed significant. Then, through the graphic it is possible to infer that in 90% of the 10 performed tests, the proposed approach extracted the characteristics of the description in text and recommended in a coherent way similar cases to help in solving new cases.
Related work
In this section, works with the same goal or theme of this paper are described. Based on the amount of related works found, it can be affirmed that relatively few works of Distributed Software Development supported by knowledge systems have been carried out.
Wongthongtham et al. 23 present the project and implementation of a social network approach as a mean to support the sharing and evolution of a Software Engineering ontology. A multi-agent recommender system that uses the 'Software Engineering Ontology' and 'SoftWare Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK)' as sources of knowledge is designed within multi-site communities of software engineers and developers working on related projects as the target audience. Though a big challenge faced by this approach is ensuring that the knowledge bases of different agents are coherent and consistent with one another, as stated by Dilon and Simmons 24 . Ankolekar et al. 25 consider as one of the toughest problems faced by online professional communities the fact that the vast amount of data generated as a result of their interactions is not well-linked on the basis of the meaning of its content. With the assumption that a better semantic support can bring improvements to these communities, a prototype Semantic Web system was developed. Such task required a way of describing the semantic content retrieved from the data obtained from these communities, which was accomplished through the use of ontologies. The large amount of data generated was a large obstacle as the parsers used were unable to reason efficiently for large amounts of data.
Rocha et al. 26 presented a research about the use of ontologies supporting DSD projects. So, the important characteristic is proposal of the use of best practices for the challenges found by any member, thus, they can be use the DKDs (Distributed Knowledge Development System) to check or consult all knowledge stored looking for possible best practices. It also allows the creation of a list of possible problems during the initial phases, so the manager or developers can avoid some challenges. Other interesting resource is the creation of a list of possible developers who may be able to help solve technical problems through their skills.
The essential difference of this work is the concept that permits the use of successful cases for challenges found. So, the goal of this research is that new challenges and problems may be solved through the use of known cases, once these cases are saved on the knowledge base. And it is possible through natural language, just the description of simple texts. This research presents a complete model of a web tool supported by NLP and CBR theories, using their concepts and characteristics.
Conclusion
Motivated by some opportunities, companies have been starting to work with geographically distributed development teams, adopting the Distributed Software Development approach, though by using it, software projects assume new risks and new challenges will arise. If good knowledge about the whole project does not exist nor already known factors that can influence the project, the chances of failure will be higher.
In another context, the combination of the Natural Language Processing and Case-Based Reasoning techniques brings the freedom that the expression through natural language enables, as well as the use of unique knowledge that may be reused or not, according to the case.
In this way, this work presented a web tool that used the CBR and NLP concepts for extracting information from texts of problems and solutions adopted by distributed projects, for recommending similar past experiences with the purpose of supporting decisions and solving problems brought by new situations in distributed projects. The experiment performed used 19 cases of problems and solutions extracted from papers of a specific event from the Distributed Software Development Field, from the years of 2007 through 2012, with a total of 51 papers analysed. Based on the experiment, it is possible to state that there was success (approximately 90%) in the recommendations of valid past cases.
In future work, the increasing the number of Software Engineering and DSD events used for the extraction of the cases; as well as having a specific DSD ontology to be used as database, since the tool presented may use the semantic web proposed by an ontology, improving the recommendation of more similar cases. And for that, this approach 27 may be used and compared with Rocha's work 26 , to create and test the ontology. Another possible work is testing other options for similarity algorithm aiming at the best rates
